Faculty

Beasley School of Law
Laura E. Little, Professor, Department of Dean's Office; J.D., Temple University School of Law.
Gregory N. Mandel, Professor, Department of Dean's Office; J.D., Stanford Law School.

Boyer College of Music and Dance
Charles Abramovic, Professor, Department of Keyboard Studies; D.M.A., Temple University.
Mitos Andaya, Associate Professor, Department of Vocal Arts; D.M.A., University of Kansas.
Christine L. Anderson, Associate Professor, Department of Vocal Arts; D.M.A., University of Cincinnati College-Conservatory of Music.
Christine Bass, Assistant Professor, Department of Music Education and Music Therapy; M.M., Westminster Choir College Rider University.
Luis O. Biava, Professor Emeritus, Department of Instrumental Studies; M.M., Manhattan School of Music.
Beth Bolton, Associate Professor, Department of Music Education and Music Therapy; Ph.D., Temple University.
Karen E. Bond, Associate Professor, Department of Dance; Ph.D., La Trobe University.
Darlene M. Brooks, Associate Professor, Department of Music Education and Music Therapy; Ph.D., Temple University.
Matthew Brunner, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Instrumental Studies; D.M.A., Indiana University.
Sara Buechner, Associate Professor, Department of Keyboard Studies; D.M.A., Manhattan School of Music.
Nathan Buonviri, Associate Professor, Department of Music Education and Music Therapy; Ph.D., Temple University.
David B. Cannata, Associate Professor, Department of Music Studies; Ph.D., New York University.
Deborah A. Confredo, Professor, Department of Music Education and Music Therapy; Ph.D., Florida State University.
Andreas Dells, Professor, Department of Instrumental Studies; M.M., The Juilliard School.
Marcus DeLoach, Assistant Professor, Department of Vocal Arts; D.M.A., Rice University.
Alexander deVaron, Associate Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Music Studies; D.M.A., Temple University.
Cheryl L. Dileo, Professor, Department of Music Education and Music Therapy; Ph.D., Louisiana State University.
Rollo A. Dilworth, Professor, Department of Music Education and Music Therapy; D.M.A., Northwestern University.
Sherril Dodds, Professor, Department of Dance; Ph.D., University of Surrey.
Alexander E. Fiorillo, Professor Emeritus, Department of Keyboard Studies; M.M., Catholic University of America.
Edward Flanagan, Associate Professor, Department of Music Studies; Ph.D., Temple University.
Cynthia J. Folio, Professor, Department of Music Studies; Ph.D., Eastman School of Music.
Mark Franko, Professor, Department of Dance; Ph.D., Columbia University.
Shana Goldin-Perschbacher, Assistant Professor, Department of Music Studies; Ph.D., University of Virginia.
Lorie A. Gratis, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Vocal Arts; D.M.A., Temple University.
Matthew J. Greenbaum, Professor, Department of Music Studies; Ph.D., City University of New York.
Jillian Harris, Associate Professor, Department of Dance; M.F.A., New York University Tisch School of the Arts.
Lawrence R. Indik, Associate Professor (Practice), Department of Vocal Arts; D.M.A., Manhattan School of Music.
John F. Johnson, Professor Emeritus, Department of Music Studies; M.M., University of Texas.
Laura E. Katz Rizzo, Assistant Professor, Department of Dance; Ph.D., Temple University.
Faculty

Gregory S. Kettinger, Instructor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Music Studies; B.M., Temple University.

Joann M. Kirchner, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Keyboard Studies; Ph.D., University of Oklahoma.

Michael Klein, Professor, Department of Music Studies; Ph.D., State University of New York at Buffalo.

Steven Kreinberg, Associate Professor, Department of Music Studies; Ed.D., Temple University.

Jan L. Krzywicki, Professor, Department of Music Studies; M.M., Philadelphia Musical Academy.

Edward D. Latham, Associate Professor, Department of Music Studies; Ph.D., Yale University.

Kathryn Leemhuis, Assistant Professor, Department of Vocal Arts; D.M.A., University of Cincinnati College-Conservatory of Music.

Kun-Yang Lin, Professor, Department of Dance; M.F.A., New York University Tisch School of the Arts.

Joyce Z. Lindorff, Professor, Department of Keyboard Studies; D.M.A., The Juilliard School.

Wendy Magee, Professor, Department of Music Education and Music Therapy; Ph.D., University of Sheffield.

Noriko Manabe, Associate Professor, Department of Music Studies; Ph.D., Graduate Center, City University of New York.

Alisha C. Nypaver, Instructor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Music Studies; M.M., Temple University.

Phillip R. O'Banion, Assistant Professor, Department of Instrumental Studies; M.M., University of Colorado.

Richard D. Oatts, Professor, Department of Music Studies.

Lambert T. Orkis, Professor, Department of Keyboard Studies; M.M., Temple University.

Eliza C. Parker, Associate Professor, Department of Music Education and Music Therapy; Ph.D., University of Nebraska-Lincoln.

David Pasbrig, Associate Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Music Studies; D.M.A., Temple University.

Paul Rardin, Associate Professor, Department of Vocal Arts; D.M.A., University of Michigan.

Alison M. Reynolds, Associate Professor, Department of Music Education and Music Therapy; Ph.D., Temple University.

Valery Ryvkin, Associate Professor, Department of Vocal Arts; M.M., The Juilliard School.

Eduard Schmieder, Professor, Department of Instrumental Studies.

Helen Shoemark, Associate Professor, Department of Music Education and Music Therapy; Ph.D., University of Melbourne.

Jeffrey C. Solow, Professor, Department of Instrumental Studies; B.A., University of California Los Angeles.

Merian Soto, Professor, Department of Dance; M.A., Columbia University.

Terell L. Stafford, Professor, Department of Music Studies; M.M., Rutgers University.

Robert T. Stroker, Professor, Department of Music Education and Music Therapy; Ph.D., Michigan State University.

Maria del Pico Taylor, Professor, Department of Keyboard Studies; M.M., Northwestern University.

Margaret A. Tileston, Instructor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Music Education and Music Therapy; M.A., Lesley University.

Adam Vidiksis, Assistant Professor, Department of Music Studies; D.M.A., Temple University.

Lindsay Weightman, Associate Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Music Studies; D.M.A., Manhattan School of Music.

Kariamu Welsh, Professor, Department of Dance; D.A., New York University.

Stephen A. Willier, Associate Professor, Department of Music Studies; Ph.D., University of Illinois.

Maurice W. Wright, Professor, Department of Music Studies; D.M.A., Columbia University.

Steven D. Zohn, Professor, Department of Music Studies; Ph.D., Cornell University.

College of Education

Gregory Anderson, Professor, Department of Policy, Organizational, and Leadership Studies; Ph.D., City University of New York.
Faculty

Janelle M. Bailey, Assistant Professor, Department of Teaching and Learning; Ph.D., University of Arizona.

Cynthia S. Belliveau, Associate Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Psychological Studies in Education; Ph.D., Temple University.

Julie L. Booth, Associate Professor, Department of Teaching and Learning; Ph.D., Carnegie Mellon University.

Jean A. Boyer, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Teaching and Learning; Ph.D., University of Cincinnati.

Joseph Boyle, Associate Professor, Department of Teaching and Learning; Ph.D., University of Kansas.

Carol B. Brandt, Associate Professor, Department of Teaching and Learning; Ph.D., University of New Mexico.

Wanda M. Brooks, Associate Professor, Department of Teaching and Learning; Ed.D., University of Pennsylvania.

James P. Byrnes, Professor, Department of Psychological Studies in Education; Ph.D., Temple University.

Sarah A. Cordes, Assistant Professor, Department of Policy, Organizational, and Leadership Studies; Ph.D., New York University.

Maia Bloomfield Cucchiara, Associate Professor, Department of Policy, Organizational, and Leadership Studies; Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania.

James Earl Davis, Professor, Department of Policy, Organizational, and Leadership Studies; Ph.D., Cornell University.

Meixia Ding, Associate Professor, Department of Teaching and Learning; Ph.D., Texas A and M University.

Arthur G. Dowdy, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Teaching and Learning; Ph.D., Temple University.

Joseph P. Ducette, Professor, Department of Psychological Studies in Education; Ph.D., Cornell University.

Richard M. Englert, Professor, Department of Policy, Organizational, and Leadership Studies; Ed.D., University of California Los Angeles.

Armando X. Estrada, Assistant Professor, Department of Policy, Organizational, and Leadership Studies; Ph.D., University of Texas at El Paso.

Frank H. Farley, Professor, Department of Psychological Studies in Education; Ph.D., University of London.

Edward Fergus, Assistant Professor, Department of Policy, Organizational, and Leadership Studies; Ph.D., University of Michigan.

Catherine A. Fiorello, Professor, Department of Psychological Studies in Education; Ph.D., University of Kentucky.

Amanda G. Fisher, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Teaching and Learning; Ph.D., The Ohio State University.

Judith Flanigan, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Teaching and Learning; Ph.D., Temple University.

Joseph P. Folger, Professor Emeritus, Department of Policy, Organizational, and Leadership Studies; Ph.D., University of Wisconsin-Madison.

Timothy P. Fukawa-Connelly, Associate Professor, Department of Teaching and Learning; Ph.D., University of Maryland.

Allison Gilmour, Assistant Professor, Department of Teaching and Learning; Ph.D., Vanderbilt University.

Sara Goldrick-Rab, Professor, Department of Policy, Organizational, and Leadership Studies; Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania.

Steven Jay Gross, Professor Emeritus, Department of Policy, Organizational, and Leadership Studies; Ed.D., University of Pennsylvania.

John Hall, Assistant Professor, Department of Policy, Organizational, and Leadership Studies; Ph.D., University of California Berkeley.

Insook Han, Assistant Professor, Department of Teaching and Learning; Ed.D., Columbia University, Teachers College.

Shanta Hattikudur, Associate Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Psychological Studies in Education; Ph.D., University of Wisconsin-Madison.

Joseph Haviland, Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Teaching and Learning; Ed.D., Temple University.

Annamarie H. Hindman, Associate Professor, Department of Teaching and Learning; Ph.D., University of Michigan.

Heidi Hutman, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Psychological Studies in Education; Ph.D., University of Albany.

Jennifer Johnson, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Policy, Organizational, and Leadership Studies; Ph.D., University of Maryland College Park.

Will J. Jordan, Associate Professor, Department of Policy, Organizational, and Leadership Studies; Ph.D., Columbia University, Teachers College.
Avshalom Kaplan, Associate Professor, Department of Psychological Studies in Education; Ph.D., University of Michigan.

Novella E. Keith, Associate Professor Emerita, Department of Teaching and Learning; Ph.D., Rutgers University.

Julie Beth Kessler, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Teaching and Learning; Ph.D., Temple University.

Larry J. Krafft, Professor, Department of Policy, Organizational, and Leadership Studies; Ph.D., Michigan State University.

Peshe C. Kunllof, Professor (Practice), Department of Policy, Organizational, and Leadership Studies; Ph.D., Bryn Mawr College.

Janice C. Laurence, Professor, Department of Policy, Organizational, and Leadership Studies; Ph.D., George Mason University.

Doug Lombardi, Associate Professor, Department of Teaching and Learning; Ph.D., University of Nevada, Las Vegas.

Christopher W. McGinley, Associate Professor, Department of Policy, Organizational, and Leadership Studies; Ed.D., University of Pennsylvania.

Kelly M. McGinn, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Psychological Studies in Education; Ph.D., Temple University.

Kristina Najera, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Teaching and Learning; Ph.D., University of Delaware.

Sabina Neugebauer, Assistant Professor, Department of Teaching and Learning; Ed.D., Harvard University.

Kristie Jones Newton, Associate Professor, Department of Teaching and Learning; Ph.D., University of Maryland College Park.

Beth Olanoff, Associate Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Policy, Organizational, and Leadership Studies; J.D., University of Pennsylvania.

Timothy J. Patterson, Assistant Professor, Department of Teaching and Learning; Ph.D., Columbia University, Teachers College.

Laura Pendergast, Associate Professor, Department of Psychological Studies in Education; Ph.D., The Pennsylvania State University.

Elizabeth Richard, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Teaching and Learning; Ph.D., The Pennsylvania State University.

Lisa S. Sandllos, Assistant Professor, Department of Psychological Studies in Education; Ph.D., The Pennsylvania State University.

Jaymin S. Sanford-DeShields, Associate Professor, Department of Teaching and Learning; Ed.D., Harvard University.

Kenneth G. Schaefer, Professor, Department of Teaching and Learning; Ph.D., Columbia University.

Catherine C. Schifter, Associate Professor Emerita, Department of Psychological Studies in Education; Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania.

W. Joel Schneider, Associate Professor, Department of Psychological Studies in Education; Ph.D., Texas A and M University.

Neil Seftor, Professor (Research), Department of Policy, Organizational, and Leadership Studies; Ph.D., University of Virginia.

Joan Poliner Shapiro, Professor Emerita, Department of Policy, Organizational, and Leadership Studies; Ed.D., University of Pennsylvania.

Lori A. Shorr, Associate Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Policy, Organizational, and Leadership Studies; Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh.

Michael W. Smith, Professor, Department of Teaching and Learning; Ph.D., University of Chicago.

Tamara Sniad, Associate Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Teaching and Learning; Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania.

Judith C. Stull, Associate Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Policy, Organizational, and Leadership Studies; Ph.D., Boston College.

Jill May Swavely, Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Teaching and Learning; Ed.D., Temple University.

S. Kenneth Thurman, Professor, Department of Teaching and Learning; Ph.D., Vanderbilt University.

Matthew J. Tincani, Professor, Department of Teaching and Learning; Ph.D., The Ohio State University.

Renee M. Tobin, Professor, Department of Psychological Studies in Education; Ph.D., Texas A and M University.

Matthew J. Elvis Wagner, Associate Professor, Department of Teaching and Learning; Ed.D., Columbia University, Teachers College.

Barbara A. Wasik, Professor, Department of Psychological Studies in Education; Ph.D., Temple University.

Meredith Weber, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Psychological Studies in Education; Ph.D., Temple University.
Diana L. Wildermuth, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Psychological Studies in Education; Ph.D., Temple University.

Christine A. Woyschner, Professor, Department of Teaching and Learning; Ed.D., Harvard University.

College of Engineering

Bechara E. Abboud, Associate Professor, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering; Ph.D., Drexel University.

Fauzia Ahmad, Associate Professor, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering; Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania.

Berk Ayranci, Instructor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering; M.S.M.E., Temple University.

Li Bai, Professor, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering; Ph.D., Drexel University.

George Baran, Professor Emeritus, Department of Mechanical Engineering; Ph.D., University of Michigan.

Evangelia Bellas, Assistant Professor, Department of Bioengineering; Ph.D., Tufts University.

Saroj K. Biswas, Professor, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering; Ph.D., University of Ottawa.

Noemi Bonessio, Associate Professor, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering; Ph.D., Sapienza University of Rome.

Robert M. Brooks, Associate Professor, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering; Ph.D., Indian Institute of Technology.

David S. Brookstein, Senior Associate Dean and Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering; Sc.D., Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Shih-Jiu Chen, Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering; Ph.D., Drexel University.

Harsh Deep Chopra, Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering; Ph.D., University of Maryland College Park.

Joseph Thomas Coe Jr., Assistant Professor, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering; Ph.D., University of California Los Angeles.

Richard S. Cohen, Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering; Ph.D., Princeton University.

Philip Dames, Assistant Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering; Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania.

Joseph Danowsky, Instructor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering; B.A., University of Pittsburgh.

Kurosh Darvish, Associate Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering; Ph.D., University of Virginia.

Zdenka J. Delalic, Associate Professor, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering; Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania.

Dmitriy A. Dikin, Associate Professor (Research), Department of Mechanical Engineering; Ph.D., National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering.

Oleksandr Dilogyan, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Mechanical Engineering; Ph.D., Donetsk National Technical University.

Liang Du, Assistant Professor, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering; Ph.D., Georgia Institute of Technology.

Thomas V. Edwards, Associate Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Center for Engineering, Management and Technology; D.P.S., Pace University.

Ahmed Faheem, Assistant Professor, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering; Ph.D., University of Wisconsin.

Anthony Ferrar, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Mechanical Engineering; Ph.D., Virginia Tech.

James A. Furmato, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Bioengineering; Ph.D., Drexel University.

Jonathan Arye Gerstenhaber, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Bioengineering; Ph.D., Temple University.

Bojana Gilgorijevic, Assistant Professor, Department of Bioengineering; Ph.D., Georgetown University.

Yah-el Har-el, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Bioengineering; Ph.D., Johns Hopkins University.

John J. Helferty, Associate Professor, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering; Ph.D., Drexel University.

Hamid Heravi, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Mechanical Engineering; Ph.D., University of Cardiff.

Parsaoran Hutapea, Associate Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering; Ph.D., North Carolina State University.
Daniel A. Jacobs, Assistant Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering; Ph.D., Stanford University.

Mohammad F. Kiani, Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering; Ph.D., Louisiana Tech University.

Albert Kim, Assistant Professor, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering; Ph.D., Purdue University.

Sanghun Kim, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering; Ph.D., Syracuse University.

Paul A. Laviola, Instructor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Technology, Engineering and Management; M.S., Widener University.

Peter Lelkes, Professor, Department of Bioengineering; Ph.D., RWTH Aachen University.

Michel Lemay, Professor, Department of Bioengineering; Ph.D., Case Western Reserve University.

Haijun Liu, Assistant Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering; Ph.D., University of Maryland College Park.

Xiaonan Lu, Associate Professor, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering; Ph.D., University of Maryland College Park.

Erica R. McKenzie, Assistant Professor, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering; Ph.D., University of California Davis.

William C. Miller, Associate Professor Emeritus, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering; Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania.

Iyad Obeid, Associate Professor, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering; Ph.D., Duke University.

Ruth Ochia, Associate Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Bioengineering; Ph.D., University of Washington.

Chetan A. Patil, Assistant Professor (Research), Department of Bioengineering; Ph.D., Vanderbilt University.

Vallorie J. Perdigier, Associate Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering; Ph.D., Lehigh University.

Joseph Picone, Professor, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering; Ph.D., Illinois Institute of Technology.

Shriram Pillapakkam, Associate Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Mechanical Engineering; Ph.D., New Jersey Institute of Technology.

Nancy Pleshko, Professor, Department of Bioengineering; Ph.D., Rutgers University.

David Reiser, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Mechanical Engineering; Ph.D., University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

Fei Ren, Assistant Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering; Ph.D., Michigan State University.

Dustyn P. Roberts, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Mechanical Engineering; Ph.D., New York University.

Avner Ronen, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering; Ph.D., Technion - Israel Institute of Technology.

Robert J. Ryan, Associate Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering; Ph.D., Drexel University.

Keyanoush Sadeghipour, Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering; Ph.D., University of Manchester Institute of Science and Technology.

Elham Sahraei, Associate Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering; Ph.D., George Washington University.

Dennis A. Silage, Professor, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering; Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania.

Laura D. Solomon, Associate Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering; Ph.D., Lehigh University.

Damoon Soudbakhsh, Associate Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering; Ph.D., George Washington University.

Andrew Spence, Associate Professor, Department of Bioengineering; Ph.D., Cornell University.

Won Hyuk Suh, Assistant Professor, Department of Bioengineering; Ph.D., University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

Thomas E. Sullivan, Professor, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering; Ph.D., The Pennsylvania State University.

Rominder Suri, Professor, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering; Ph.D., Michigan Technological University.

Yuan Tang, Assistant Professor (Research), Department of Mechanical Engineering; Ph.D., Florida International University.

Rouzbeh Tehrani, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering; Ph.D., Temple University.
Brian F. Thomson, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering; Ph.D., The Pennsylvania State University.

Philip D. Udo-Inyang, Associate Professor, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering; Ph.D., University of Missouri-Columbia.

Felix F. Udoeyo, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering; Ph.D., Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University.

Evelyn Walters, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering; Ph.D., Technische Universität München.

Karin Wang, Associate Professor, Department of Bioengineering; Ph.D., Cornell University.

Chang-Hee Won, Associate Professor, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering; Ph.D., University of Notre Dame.

Shianling Wu, Instructor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering; M.S.C.S., Columbia University.

Jie Yin, Assistant Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering; Ph.D., Columbia University.

Yimin Daniel Zhang, Associate Professor, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering; Ph.D., University of Tsukuba.

Zain Abdullah, Associate Professor, Department of Religion; Ph.D., The New School for Social Research.

Carolyn T. Adams, Professor Emerita, Department of Geography and Urban Studies; Ph.D., Washington University.

Howard Addison, Associate Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Intellectual Heritage; Ph.D., Graduate Theological Foundation.

Hiram Aldarondo, Associate Professor, Department of Spanish and Portuguese; Ph.D., University of Chicago.

Joseph D. Alkus, Instructor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Criminal Justice; M.S., National Louis University.

Lauren B. Alloy, Professor, Department of Psychology; Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania.

Cate Almon, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Writing Program; Ed.D., Temple University.

Rebecca T. Alpert, Professor, Department of Religion; Ph.D., Temple University.

Michael Altimore, Associate Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Sociology; Ph.D., University of Iowa.

Elizabeth Alvarez, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Religion; Ph.D., University of Chicago Divinity School.

Genevieve Amaral, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Intellectual Heritage; Ph.D., Northwestern University.

Patricia Amberg-Bylska, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Political Science; Ph.D., Temple University.

Nilgün Anadolu-Okur, Professor, Department of Africology and African American Studies; Ph.D., Hacettepe University.

Max Andrucki, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Geography and Urban Studies; Ph.D., University of Leeds.

Kevin T. Arceneaux, Professor, Department of Political Science; Ph.D., Rice University.

Molefi Kete Asante, Professor, Department of Africology and African American Studies; Ph.D., University of California Los Angeles.

Alira Ashvo-Munoz, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Spanish and Portuguese; Ph.D., University of Texas at Austin.

Philip Atkins, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Philosophy; Ph.D., University of California Santa Barbara.

Melissa Auerbach, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Psychology; Ph.D., Stony Brook University.

Kathleen Auerhahn, Associate Professor, Department of Criminal Justice; Ph.D., University of California Riverside.

James D. Bachmeier, Assistant Professor, Department of Sociology; Ph.D., University of California Irvine.

Marcia B. Bailey, Associate Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Intellectual Heritage; Ph.D., Colgate Rochester Crozer Divinity.

Chloé Bakalar, Assistant Professor, Department of Political Science; Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania.

Debra Bangasser, Assistant Professor, Department of Psychology; Ph.D., Rutgers University.
Alison Baren, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Psychology; Ph.D., Graduate Center, City University of New York.

Austin B. Bean, Assistant Professor, Department of Economics; Ph.D., University of Texas at Austin.

Steven R. Belenko, Professor, Department of Criminal Justice; Ph.D., Columbia University.

Jamal Benin, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Intellectual Heritage; Ph.D., Temple University.

Daniel W. Berman, Professor, Department of Greek and Roman Classics; Ph.D., Yale University.

Lila Corwin Berman, Professor, Department of History; Ph.D., Yale University.

Susan Bertolino, Instructor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Intellectual Heritage; M.A., University of Chicago.

Marcus Bingenheimer, Assistant Professor, Department of Religion; Dr.Phil., Wurzburg University.

Erwin A. Blackstone, Professor, Department of Economics; Ph.D., University of Michigan.

Khalid A. Y. Blankinship, Associate Professor, Department of Religion; Ph.D., University of Washington.

Travis I. Blemings, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Political Science; Ph.D., Temple University.

Michael L. Bognanno, Professor, Department of Economics; Ph.D., Cornell University.

Aryeh I. Botwinick, Professor, Department of Political Science; Ph.D., Princeton University.

Lucy Bregman, Professor, Department of Religion; Ph.D., University of Chicago Divinity School.

Lisa A. Briand, Assistant Professor, Department of Psychology; Ph.D., University of Michigan.

Sheldon R. Brivic, Professor Emeritus, Department of English; Ph.D., University of California Berkeley.

Seth C. Bruggeman, Associate Professor, Department of History; Ph.D., College of William and Mary.

Gregory Byala, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Writing Program; Ph.D., Yale University.

Michelle D. Byng, Associate Professor, Department of Sociology; Ph.D., University of Virginia.

Brantly Callaway, Assistant Professor, Department of Economics; Ph.D., Vanderbilt University.

Lee-Ann Chae, Assistant Professor, Department of Philosophy; Ph.D., University of California Los Angeles.

Sanjoy Chakravorty, Professor, Department of Geography and Urban Studies; Ph.D., University of Southern California.

Colin Chamberlain, Assistant Professor, Department of Philosophy; Ph.D., Harvard University.

Isabelle Chang, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Psychology; Ph.D., Temple University.

Jason M. Chein, Associate Professor, Department of Psychology; Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh.

Eunice Y. Chen, Assistant Professor, Department of Psychology; Ph.D., University of Sydney.

Rujuta P. Chincholkar-Mandelia, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Gender, Sexuality, and Women's Studies; Ph.D., Temple University.

Eugene Chislenko, Assistant Professor, Department of Philosophy; Ph.D., University of California Berkeley.

Fletcher Chmara-Huff, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Geography and Urban Studies; Ph.D., The Ohio State University.

Yongjin Choi, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Economics; Ph.D., North Carolina Chapel Hill.

Elise Chor, Assistant Professor, Department of Political Science; Ph.D., University of Chicago.

David Christaflore, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Economics; Ph.D., West Virginia University.

Steven E. Cole, Associate Professor, Department of English; Ph.D., University of Washington.

Bettye Collier-Thomas, Professor, Department of History; Ph.D., George Washington University.

Gretchen A. Condran, Associate Professor, Department of Sociology; Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania.
Whitley Cooke, Associate Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Writing Program; Ph.D., University of Oklahoma.

Norma Corrales-Martin, Associate Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Spanish and Portuguese; Ph.D., Ohio University.

Lindsay Craig, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Philosophy; Ph.D., University of Cincinnati.

Nyron Crawford, Assistant Professor, Department of Political Science; Ph.D., The Ohio State University.

Paul Crowe, Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Philosophy; Ph.D., Catholic University of Louvain.

Beth K. Curran, Associate Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of French, German, Italian and Slavic; Ph.D., Rutgers University.

Roman A. Cybriwsky, Professor, Department of Geography and Urban Studies; Ph.D., The Pennsylvania State University.

Amanda Czerniawski, Associate Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Sociology; Ph.D., Columbia University.

Khila Dahal, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Geography and Urban Studies; Ph.D., Texas State University.

Shreyasee Das, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Economics; Ph.D., University of Houston.

Heath Fogg Davis, Associate Professor, Department of Political Science; Ph.D., Princeton University.

Richard E. Deeg, Professor, Department of Political Science; Ph.D., Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Kevin J. Delaney, Professor, Department of Sociology; Ph.D., State University of New York Stony Brook.

James Michael DeLise, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Intellectual Heritage; Ph.D., Temple University.

John A. Dern, Associate Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Intellectual Heritage; Ph.D., Lehigh University.
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Melissa Toomey, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Writing Program; Ph.D., Miami University.

Paul D. Toth, Associate Professor, Department of Spanish and Portuguese; Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh.

Tara N. Tripp, Instructor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Criminal Justice; M.S., Saint Joseph's University.

Kathleen S. Uno, Associate Professor, Department of History; Ph.D., University of California Berkeley.

Gregory J. W. Urwin, Professor, Department of History; Ph.D., University of Notre Dame.

Ryan Vander Wielen, Associate Professor, Department of Political Science; Ph.D., Washington University in St. Louis.

Istvan L. Varkonyi, Associate Professor, Department of French, German, Italian and Slavic; Ph.D., Washington University in St. Louis.

Rani Vasudeva, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Psychology; Ph.D., Drexel University.

Jane Vaynman, Assistant Professor, Department of Political Science; Ph.D., Harvard University.

Lawrence Venuti, Professor, Department of English; Ph.D., Columbia University.

Pablo S. Vila, Professor, Department of Sociology; Ph.D., University of Texas at Austin.

Gerald A. Vision, Professor, Department of Philosophy; Ph.D., University of Michigan.

E. Rely Villicà, Associate Professor, Department of Criminal Justice; Ph.D., Temple University.
Robert Wagmiller Jr., Associate Professor, Department of Sociology; Ph.D., University of Chicago.

Thomas J. Waidzunas, Assistant Professor, Department of Sociology; Ph.D., University of California San Diego.

Shannon Walters, Associate Professor, Department of English; Ph.D., The Pennsylvania State University.

Grant H. Ward, Associate Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Intellectual Heritage; Ph.D., Temple University.

Jeffrey T. Ward, Assistant Professor, Department of Criminal Justice; Ph.D., University of Florida.

Donald Wargo, Associate Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Economics; Ph.D., Temple University.

Anthony Waskie, Associate Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of French, German, Italian and Slavic; Ph.D., New York University.

David Waxler, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Psychology, Rutgers University.

Ronald W. Webb, Instructor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Latin American Studies; Ph.D., The Pennsylvania State University.

Douglas Webber, Assistant Professor, Department of Economics; Ph.D., Cornell University.

Marsha A. Weinraub, Professor, Department of Psychology; Ph.D., University of Michigan.

Robert W. Weisberg, Professor, Department of Psychology; Ph.D., Princeton University.

Charles A. Weitz, Associate Professor, Department of Anthropology; Ph.D., The Pennsylvania State University.

Susan Wells, Professor Emerita, Department of English; Ph.D., University of Texas at Austin.

Wayne N. Welsh, Professor, Department of Criminal Justice; Ph.D., University of California Irvine.

Gabriel Wettach, Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of English; Ph.D., Purdue University.

Sharon White, Associate Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Writing Program; Ph.D., University of Denver.

Sydney D. White, Associate Professor, Department of Religion; Ph.D., University of California Berkeley.

Catherine Wiley, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of English; Ph.D., Temple University.

Kimberly D. Williams, Associate Professor, Department of Anthropology; Ph.D., The Ohio State University.

Lalain Williams, Instructor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Psychology; M.S., Capella University.

Roland L. Williams Jr., Professor, Department of English; Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania.

Sandra Wilson Smith, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Writing Program; Ph.D., City University of New York.

Mathieu E. Wimmer, Assistant Professor, Department of Psychology; Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania.

Gregory Winch, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Writing Program; Ph.D., Southern Illinois University.

Brad Windhauser, Associate Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Writing Program; M.F.A., Queens University of Charlotte.

Gordon Witty, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Asian and Middle Eastern Languages and Studies; M.A., University of Pennsylvania.

David Wolfsdorf, Professor, Department of Philosophy; Ph.D., University of Chicago.

Jennifer D. Wood, Professor, Department of Criminal Justice; Ph.D., University of Toronto.

Alese Wooditch, Assistant Professor, Department of Criminal Justice; Ph.D., George Mason University.

Matt Wray, Associate Professor, Department of Sociology; Ph.D., University of California Berkeley.

Hongling Xie, Associate Professor, Department of Psychology; Ph.D., University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

Sean Yom, Associate Professor, Department of Political Science; Ph.D., Harvard University.

Reiko Yoshida, Instructor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Asian and Middle Eastern Languages and Studies; M.A., West Chester University.

Ralph F. Young, Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of History; Ph.D., Michigan State University.
Amarat Zaatut, Assistant Professor, Department of Criminal Justice; Ph.D., Rutgers University.

Janire Zaibidea, Assistant Professor, Department of Spanish and Portuguese; Ph.D., Georgetown University.

Lu Zhang, Associate Professor, Department of Sociology; Ph.D., Johns Hopkins University.

Shanyang Zhao, Professor, Department of Sociology; Ph.D., University of Maryland.

Yun Zhu, Assistant Professor, Department of Asian and Middle Eastern Languages and Studies; Ph.D., University of South Carolina.

Rebekah Zhuraw, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Intellectual Heritage; Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania.

Adam Ziegfeld, Assistant Professor, Department of Political Science; Ph.D., Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Dai Zusai, Assistant Professor, Department of Economics; Ph.D., University of Wisconsin-Madison.

College of Public Health

William Aaronson, Associate Professor, Department of Health Services Administration and Policy; Ph.D., Temple University.

Ann B. Addis, Instructor (Clinical), Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders; M.A., Northwestern University.

Rebecca Alper, Assistant Professor, Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders; Ph.D., University of Iowa.

Susannah Anderson, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Social and Behavioral Sciences; Ph.D., Tulane University.

Robin Aronow, Instructor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders; M.A., University of Delaware.

Sarah Bauerle Bass, Associate Professor, Department of Social and Behavioral Sciences; Ph.D., Temple University.

Lisa Bedore, Professor, Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders; Ph.D., Purdue University.

Katherine Bevans, Associate Professor, Department of Rehabilitation Sciences; Ph.D., Tulane University.

Algie Lakesa Bond, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Health Services Administration and Policy; M.H.A., Saint Joseph's University.

Kathryn Brzozowski, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Social Work; D.S.W., University of Pennsylvania.

Heather J. Burket, Instructor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Rehabilitation Sciences; M.Ed., Temple University.

Scott Burns, Associate Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Physical Therapy; D.P.T., University of Colorado Denver.

Lois A. Butcher, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Kinesiology; Ph.D., Temple University.

William Cabin, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Social Work; Ph.D., City University of New York-Hunter College.

Sofia Carreno, Instructor (Clinical), Department of Nursing; M.S.N., Thomas Jefferson University.

Cheri E. Carter, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Social Work; Ph.D., University of Delaware.

Susan Caspari, Instructor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders; M.A., Temple University.

Elizabeth Chmielewski-Yee, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics; Ph.D., Johns Hopkins University.

Marissa Cloutier, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Social and Behavioral Sciences; DSc, Harvard University.

Donna Coffman, Assistant Professor, Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics; Ph.D., University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

Bradley N. Collins, Professor, Department of Social and Behavioral Sciences; Ph.D., State University of New York at Binghamton.

Susan Connor, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Rehabilitation Sciences; O.T.D., Thomas Jefferson University.

James Corbin, Instructor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Social Work; M.S.W., Temple University.

Aurora J. Crew, Instructor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Rehabilitation Sciences; M.S., Temple University.

Gayle DeDe, Associate Professor (Research), Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders; Ph.D., Boston University.
Susan B. Dickey, Associate Professor, Department of Nursing; Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania.

Patricia DiGiacomo, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Nursing; M.S.N., Temple University.

Deirdre Dingman, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Social and Behavioral Sciences; DrPH, University of North Carolina at Greensboro.

Ann E. Dolloff, Instructor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Rehabilitation Sciences; M.Ed., Temple University.

Jeffrey N. Draine, Professor, Department of Social Work; Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania.

Melanie Drolsbaugh, Instructor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders; M.A., Gallaudet University.

John J. Duffy, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Nursing; D.N.P., Case Western Reserve University.

Mary Ann Dugan, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Nursing; D.N.P., La Salle University.

Levent Dumenci, Professor, Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics; Ph.D., Iowa State University.

Bari Dzomba, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Health Services Administration and Policy; Ph.D., Alvernia University.

William E. Egan, Associate Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Physical Therapy; D.P.T., Regis University.

Karin Eyrich-Garg, Associate Professor, Department of Social Work; Ph.D., Washington University in St. Louis.

Jane Fagan, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Physical Therapy; D.P.T., Simmons College.

Jay S. Fagan, Professor, Department of Social Work; Ph.D., Columbia University.

Courtney Fecske, Instructor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Rehabilitation Sciences; M.S., Indiana University.

Lisa Ferretti, Assistant Professor (Research), Department of Social Work; M.S.W., University at Albany, State University of New York.

Stuart H. Fine, Associate Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Health Services Administration and Policy; D.H.A., Medical University of South Carolina.

Jennifer Oriet Fisher, Professor, Department of Social and Behavioral Sciences; Ph.D., The Pennsylvania State University.

Cathy A. Flite, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Health Services Administration and Policy; M.Ed., Widener University.

Margaret M. Foley, Associate Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Health Services Administration and Policy; Ph.D., Temple University.

Anne Frankel, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Social and Behavioral Sciences; Ph.D., Florida International University.

Laurie A. Friedman, Instructor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Social Work; M.S.W., University of Pennsylvania.

Felicidad M. Garcia, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders; M.S., Columbia University.

Heather M. Gardiner, Associate Professor, Department of Social and Behavioral Sciences; Ph.D., State University of New York at Buffalo.

Kimberly Garg, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Rehabilitation Sciences; O.T.D., Chatham University.

Jeffrey Gehris, Associate Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Kinesiology; Ph.D., Temple University.

Letitia Gill Gembaia, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Nursing; D.N.P., Duquesne University.

Susan Gresko, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Nursing; M.S.N., University of Pennsylvania.

Michael T. Halpern, Associate Professor, Department of Health Services Administration and Policy; M.D., University of Michigan Medical School.

Joelle D. Hargraves, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Nursing; D.N.P., Chatham University.

Kyle Harris, Instructor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Kinesiology; M.S., Temple University.

Chantelle Hart, Associate Professor, Department of Social and Behavioral Sciences; Ph.D., Case Western Reserve University.

Jonathan M. Hartmann, Instructor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders; M.A., Gallaudet University.

Alice J. Hausman, Professor, Department of Health Services Administration and Policy; Ph.D., State University of New York at Binghamton.
Shivayogi V. Hiremath, Assistant Professor, Department of Physical Therapy; Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh.

Ilene L. Hollin, Assistant Professor, Department of Health Services Administration and Policy; Ph.D., Johns Hopkins University.

Jinyi Hung, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders; Ph.D., University of Florida.

Cheryl A. Hyde, Associate Professor, Department of Social Work; Ph.D., University of Michigan.

Jennifer K. Ibrahim, Associate Professor, Department of Health Services Administration and Policy; Ph.D., University of California Berkeley.

Larry D. Icard, Professor, Department of Social Work; Ph.D., Columbia University.

Roger I. Ideishi, Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Rehabilitation Sciences; J.D., Temple University.

Shawn D. Jackson, Assistant Professor (Clinical), Department of Nursing; D.N.P., Temple University.

Graciela Jaschek, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics; Ph.D., University of Maryland.

Monika Jelic, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Nursing; M.P.H., Boston University.

Resa M. Jones, Associate Professor, Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics; Ph.D., University of Minnesota.

LaKeetra M. Josey, Associate Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Nursing; Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania.

Stefan Keller, Associate Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Social and Behavioral Sciences; Ph.D., Phillips University.

Zebulon V. Kendrick, Professor, Department of Kinesiology; Ph.D., Temple University.

Emily Keshner, Professor, Department of Physical Therapy; Ed.D., Columbia University.

Julia Kobulsky, Assistant Professor, Department of Social Work; Ph.D., Case Western Reserve University.

Francine P. Kohlen, Instructor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders; M.S., The Pennsylvania State University.

Sara J. Kovacs, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Kinesiology; Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh.

Rena A. Krakow, Associate Professor, Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders; Ph.D., Yale University.

Martha Y. Kubik, Professor, Department of Nursing; Ph.D., University of Minnesota.

Joseph A. Kumi, Instructor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Social Work; M.S.W., Florida State University.

Richard Lauer, Associate Professor, Department of Physical Therapy; Ph.D., Case Western Reserve University.

Stephen J. Lepore, Professor, Department of Social and Behavioral Sciences; Ph.D., University of California Irvine.

Beth A. Levine, Instructor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders; M.S., Boston University.

Barbara A. Little, Instructor (Clinical), Department of Nursing; M.S., La Salle University.

Amy Lynch, Associate Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Rehabilitation Sciences; Ph.D., University of Delaware.

Edwin Maas, Associate Professor, Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders; Ph.D., San Diego State University.

Jamie Mansell, Associate Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Kinesiology; Ph.D., Temple University.

Nadine Martin, Professor, Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders; Ph.D., Temple University.

Omar Martinez, Assistant Professor, Department of Social Work; J.D., Indiana University.

Barbara Mastrioni, Associate Professor Emerita, Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders.

Carlene A. McAleer, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Nursing; D.N.P., Temple University.

Karen McBride, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Health Services Administration and Policy; M.S., Philadelphia University.

Philip McCallion, Professor, Department of Social Work; Ph.D., University at Albany, State University of New York.

Bryan P. McCormick, Professor, Department of Rehabilitation Sciences; Ph.D., Clemson University.

Jane M. McDevitt, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Kinesiology; Ph.D., Temple University.
Faculty

Brian D. McHugh, Associate Professor, Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders; Ph.D., University of California Los Angeles.

Kimberly McKay, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Social Work; Ph.D., Widener University.

Alexis McKenney, Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Rehabilitation Sciences; Ed.D., University of Georgia.

Rochelle Mendonca, Associate Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Rehabilitation Sciences; Ph.D., University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.

Lois Millner, Associate Professor, Department of Social Work; Ph.D., Bryn Mawr College.

C. Daniel Moser, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Kinesiology; Ph.D., Temple University.

Sheila L. Moyle, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Rehabilitation Sciences; O.T.D., Chatham University.

Heather Murphy, Assistant Professor, Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics; Ph.D., University of Guelph.

Miguel Muñoz-Laboy, Associate Professor, Department of Social Work; Dr.P.H., Columbia University.

Bernie Sue Newman, Associate Professor, Department of Social Work; Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh.

Emeka Nwadiora, Associate Professor, Department of Social Work; J.D., Hofstra University School of Law.

Michael C. O'Hara, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Physical Therapy; D.P.T., Temple University.

Cheryl B. Oakman, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Social Work; Ph.D., Bryn Mawr College.

Aimee J. Palumbo, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics; Ph.D., Drexel University.

Joon Young Park, Associate Professor, Department of Kinesiology; Ph.D., University of Maryland College Park.

Carolyn Parks, Associate Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Social and Behavioral Sciences; Ph.D., University of Tennessee at Knoxville.

Richard D. Patterson, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Kinesiology; D.A.T., University of Idaho.

Elizabeth A. Pfeiffer, Associate Professor, Department of Rehabilitation Sciences; Ph.D., Nova Southeastern University.

Jacqueline Phillips, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Kinesiology; Ph.D., Temple University.

Heather Porter, Associate Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Rehabilitation Sciences; Ph.D., Temple University.

Laura Rauth, Instructor (Clinical), Department of Nursing; M.S.N., Yale University.

Jodi Reich, Associate Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders; Ph.D., Yale University.

James J. Reilly, Associate Professor, Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders; Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania.

Daniel M. Rosney, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Kinesiology; Ph.D., State University of New York at Buffalo.

Nancy L. Rothman, Professor, Department of Nursing; Ed.D., Temple University.

Abby Rudolph, Associate Professor, Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics; Ph.D., Johns Hopkins University.

Anne C. Russ, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Kinesiology; Ph.D., Temple University.

Scott E. Rutledge, Associate Professor, Department of Social Work; Ph.D., University of Washington.

Kim Sabourin, Instructor (Clinical), Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders; M.A., University of Maryland.

Michael L. Sachs, Professor, Department of Kinesiology; Ph.D., Florida State University.

Mark Salzer, Professor, Department of Social and Behavioral Sciences; Ph.D., University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

Mayra C. Santiago, Associate Professor, Department of Kinesiology; Ph.D., University of Minnesota.

David B. Sarwer, Professor, Department of Social and Behavioral Sciences; Ph.D., Loyola University Chicago.

Michelle C. Scarpulla, Instructor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Social and Behavioral Sciences; M.P.H., Temple University.

Rosalie Schofield, Associate Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Social Work; Ph.D., Brandeis University.
Krista Schroeder, Assistant Professor, Department of Nursing; Ph.D., Columbia University.

Brittany Schuler, Assistant Professor, Department of Social Work; Ph.D., University of Maryland Baltimore.

Jay S. Segal, Professor, Department of Social and Behavioral Sciences; Ph.D., The Ohio State University.

Anthony Sgherza, Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Kinesiology; Ph.D., New York University.

John W. Shank, Professor Emeritus, Department of Rehabilitation Sciences.

Laura Siminoff, Professor, Department of Social and Behavioral Sciences; Ph.D., Johns Hopkins University.

Mary C. Sinnott, Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Physical Therapy; D.P.T., MGH Institute of Health Professions.

Michael R. Sitter, Professor, Department of Kinesiology; Ed.D., New York University.

Brandon S. Snead, Instructor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Rehabilitation Sciences; M.S., Temple University.

Gretchen A. Snethen, Associate Professor, Department of Rehabilitation Sciences; Ph.D., Indiana University.

Mary Stec, Associate Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Nursing; Ph.D., Widener University.

Gerry A. Stefanatos, Associate Professor, Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders; D.Phil., Oxford University.

Barbara A. Stephens, Associate Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Nursing; D.N.P., Temple University.

Ricky L. Swalm, Associate Professor, Department of Kinesiology; Ph.D., Temple University.

Gabriel Tajeu, Assistant Professor, Department of Health Services Administration and Policy; DrPH, University of Alabama at Birmingham.

Brandie Taylor, Associate Professor, Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics; Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh.

Brenda Teichman, Instructor (Clinical), Department of Nursing; M.S., Western Governors University.

Elizabeth Thomas, Assistant Professor (Research), Department of Rehabilitation Sciences; Ph.D., University of Nebraska-Lincoln.

Stephen Thomas, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Kinesiology; Ph.D., University of Delaware.

Christopher Thompson, Assistant Professor, Department of Physical Therapy; Ph.D., University of Illinois.

Elizabeth Diane Thompson, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Physical Therapy; D.P.T., Temple University.

Ryan T. Tierney, Associate Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Kinesiology; Ph.D., Temple University.

Nanette Tomicek, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Kinesiology; Ph.D., The Pennsylvania State University.

Gina Tripicchio, Assistant Professor, Department of Social and Behavioral Sciences; Ph.D., University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

Carole Tucker, Associate Professor, Department of Physical Therapy; Ph.D., State University of New York at Buffalo.

Sylvia Twersky, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Health Services Administration and Policy; Ph.D., Rutgers University.

Gena B. Vargas, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Rehabilitation Sciences; Ph.D., Clemson University.

Rebecca Vernon, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Physical Therapy; D.P.T., University of Colorado and Health Sciences Center.

Sharon G.E. Washington, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Social and Behavioral Sciences; Ed.D., Columbia University.

Annette Willgens, Associate Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Physical Therapy; Ph.D., Northcentral University.

Caitlin N. Wolak, Instructor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Social and Behavioral Sciences; M.P.H., Temple University.

W. Geoffrey Wright, Associate Professor, Department of Physical Therapy; Ph.D., Brandeis University.

Jingwei Wu, Assistant Professor (Research), Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics; Ph.D., Indiana University.

Andrew Yannaccone, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Physical Therapy; Ph.D., Virginia Commonwealth University School of Medicine.
Marsha Zibalese Crawford, Associate Professor, Department of Social Work; D.S.W., Howard University.

Yaara Zisman-Ilani, Assistant Professor, Department of Rehabilitation Sciences; Ph.D., University of Haifa.

Lisa S. Zoll, Instructor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Social Work; M.S.W., Temple University.

**College of Science and Technology**

**Abraham Abebe**, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Mathematics; Ph.D., University of North Carolina at Greensboro.

**Ergin H. Ahmed**, Assistant Professor (Research), Department of Physics; Ph.D., Temple University.

**Robert M. Aiken**, Professor Emeritus, Department of Computer and Information Sciences; Ph.D., Northwestern University.

**Ola Ajayi**, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Computer and Information Sciences; Ph.D., Florida Atlantic University.

**Shohreh Amini**, Professor, Department of Biology; Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania.

**Edwin J. Anderson**, Professor Emeritus, Department of Earth and Environmental Science; Ph.D., Brown University.

**Rodrigo B. Andrade**, Associate Professor, Department of Chemistry; Ph.D., Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

**Eleni Anni**, Associate Professor (Research), Department of Biology; Ph.D., University of Patras.

**Alla Arzumanyan**, Assistant Professor (Research), Department of Biology; Ph.D., Yerevan State University.

**Leonard B. Auerbach**, Professor Emeritus, Department of Physics; Ph.D., University of California Berkeley.

**Jessica Babcock**, Instructor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Mathematics; M.Ed., Temple University.

**Darius Balciunas**, Associate Professor, Department of Biology; Ph.D., Uppsala University.

**Michael Joseph Balsai**, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Biology; Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania.

**Giora Baram**, Associate Professor Emeritus, Department of Computer and Information Sciences; Ph.D., University of Toledo.

**Suman Batish**, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Biology; Ph.D., University of Cambridge.

**Jocelyn Behm**, Assistant Professor, Department of Biology; Ph.D., University of Wisconsin-Madison.

**Richard Beigel**, Professor, Department of Computer and Information Sciences; Ph.D., Stanford University.

**Gianfranco Bellipanni**, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Biology; Ph.D., University of Palermo.

**Richard Berger**, Assistant Professor (Research), Department of Mathematics; Ph.D., Johannes Kepler University Linz.

**Shiferaw S. Berhanu**, Professor, Department of Mathematics; Ph.D., Rutgers University.

**Edgar A. Bering IV**, Assistant Professor (Research), Department of Mathematics; Ph.D., University of Illinois at Chicago.

**Dorothy B. Berner**, Professor Emerita, Department of Biology; Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania.

**Eugene Bichenkov**, Assistant Professor (Research), Department of Biology; Ph.D., Novosibirsk Institute of Bioorganic Chemistry.

**Christopher J. Biehl**, Instructor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Computer and Information Sciences; M.B.A., Temple University.

**James L. Bloomer**, Associate Professor Emeritus, Department of Chemistry; Ph.D., University of London.

**James D. Bloxton**, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Chemistry; Ph.D., Temple University.

**Silvia Boffo**, Assistant Professor (Research), Department of Biology; M.S., University of Trieste.

**Vassil Bojadiev**, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Chemistry; Ph.D., University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.

**Eric U. Borguet**, Professor, Department of Chemistry; Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania.

**Elena Borovitskaya**, Associate Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Physics; Ph.D., Institute of Applied Physics, Nizhnii Novgorod, Russia.

**Angela L. Bricker**, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Biology; Ph.D., University of Cambridge.

**William S. Brinigar**, Professor Emeritus, Department of Chemistry; Ph.D., University of Kansas.
Theodore W. Burkhardt, Professor Emeritus, Department of Physics; Ph.D., Stanford University.

Ilya V. Buynevich, Associate Professor, Department of Earth and Environmental Science; Ph.D., Boston University.

Vincenzo Carnevale, Assistant Professor (Research), Department of Biology; Ph.D., International School for Advanced Studies, Trieste.

Frank N. Chang, Professor Emeritus, Department of Biology; Ph.D., University of Wisconsin.

Farzana Chaudhry, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Mathematics; Ph.D., Oxford University.

Orin N. Chein, Professor Emeritus, Department of Mathematics; Ph.D., New York University.

Steven M. Chemtob, Assistant Professor, Department of Earth and Environmental Science; Ph.D., California Institute of Technology.

Je-Wei Chen, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Mathematics; Ph.D., State University of New York Stony Brook.

Ke Chen, Associate Professor (Research), Department of Physics; Ph.D., Chinese Academy of Sciences.

Paul Christner, Associate Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Biology; Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania.

Francis T. Christoph Jr., Associate Professor Emeritus, Department of Mathematics; Ph.D., Rutgers University.

Bruce P. Conrad, Associate Professor Emeritus, Department of Mathematics; Ph.D., University of California Berkeley.

Martha Constantinou, Assistant Professor, Department of Physics; Ph.D., University of Cyprus.

Erik Cordes, Associate Professor, Department of Biology; Ph.D., The Pennsylvania State University.

Raymond F. Coughlin, Associate Professor, Department of Mathematics; Ph.D., Illinois Institute of Technology.

Edward T. Crotty, Assistant Professor (Teaching/Instructional), Department of Computer and Information Sciences; Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania.

Shumo Cui, Assistant Professor (Research), Department of Mathematics; Ph.D., Tulane University.

Hai-Lung Dai, Professor, Department of Chemistry; Ph.D., University of California Berkeley.

David R. Dalton, Professor Emeritus, Department of Chemistry; Ph.D., University of California Los Angeles.

Boris A. Datskovsky, Professor, Department of Mathematics; Ph.D., Harvard University.
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Jennifer Gerard Ball, Assistant Professor, Department of Advertising and Public Relations; Ph.D., University of Texas at Austin.

Geoffrey Baym, Professor, Department of Media Studies and Production; Ph.D., University of Utah.
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